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1. INTRODUCTION
 G. Herzog 10 has recently proved a universality property of solutions of
 the heat equation. Our objective in this paper, inspired by 10 , is to
establish universality properties for some integral operators. Specifically,
we consider Fourier and Hankel convolution operators and Dunkl trans-
forms.
We recall that if X, Y are topological vector spaces and, for every
nN, S : X Y is a continuous linear mapping, it says that x X isn
Ž .  4hypercyclic universal for S whenn nN
 4S x : nN  Y .n
In particular if T is a linear and continuous mapping from X into itself, it
says that x X is hypercyclic for T when
n 4T x : nN  X .
1 Ž .Partially supported by DGICYT Grant PB 97-1489 Spain .
2 Ž .Partially supported by DGICYT Grant PB 95-0749 Spain .
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Ž .The operator T is called hypercyclic universal if it has a hypercyclic
vector.
 In 10 it was introduced that for every  0, the space E consists of
Ž .all the functions f C R, R , the space of real continuous and real valued
functions, such that
lim e  x  f x  0.Ž .
x
 On E it defines the norm  byE 
    x   f  sup e f x , f E .Ž .E 
xR
Thus E becomes a separable Banach space.
Let  0 and f E . A solution of the following initial value problem
for the heat equation
u  u  0t x , x½ u x , 0  f xŽ . Ž .
can be written
1 2Ž xs. 4 tu x , t  e f s ds, t 0 and x R.Ž . Ž .H'2  t R
Ž .Ž . Ž .To simplify we put T f x  u x, t , t 0, and x R. For every t,  0,t
Ž .the mapping defined by f T f is continuous from E into C R, R when,t 
Ž .as usual, we consider on C R, R the topology of the uniform convergence
on the compact subsets of R.
 G. Herzog 10 established the following universality result.
 THEOREM A 10, Theorem 1.1 . Let  0. The set
 4U f E : T f : nN  C R, RŽ . 4 n
is a residual set of E ; that is, the set E U is of first category in E .  
In other words, Theorem A proves that the subset of the hypercyclic
Ž . Ž .universal vectors in E for the operator T with respect to C R, R is 1
residual in E . In the last years many authors, from different points of
view, have investigated the width of the set of hypercyclic vectors associ-
Žated with operators defined on topological vector spaces see, for instance,
 .4, 6, 8 .
ŽThe usual convolution operation related to the Euclidean Fourier
.transform is defined on R as
f g x  f y g x y dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
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provided that the last integral exists. As it is well known, denoting by L ,p
1	 p	 , the usual Lebesgue space on R, if f L and g L , thenp q
1 1 1f g L , where 1	 p, q	  and 
  1
 .r p q r
It is not hard to see that, for every nN and  0,
T f  Žn.   f , f E ,Ž .n 
2x 4'Ž . Ž .being  x  12  e , x R.
Ž .In this paper, we extend the result of G. Herzog Theorem A by
investigating the width of the set of a hypercyclic vector for several kinds
of convolution operators. In Section 2 we consider Hankel convolution
  Ž .operators 9, 12 . Fourier usual convolution operators will be studied in
Section 3.
Finally in Section 4 we generalize the result of G. Herzog in a different
sense. We obtain a version of Theorem A for an integral operator
associated to solutions of the generalized heat equation
u   u , t 0 and x Rn ,t k , x
Žwhere  represents the Dunkl generalized Laplacian see Section 4 fork
.  definitions . Dunkl theory 19 plays a major role in the description of
CalogeroMoserSutherland models of quantum many-body systems on
the line.
We now introduce some function spaces that we will consider in the
 .sequel. We say a real function h, that is defined on 0, , is in A when
 .h is positive, decreasing, and continuous on 0, and h satisfies the
property
h x
 y  Ch x h y , x , y 0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .
for a certain C 0.
 . nBy W we will denote, in each suitable case, the sets 0, or R , with
 n 1. Also by  we will refer to the Euclidean norm in W.
Ž .Let h A. The space E W consists of all those continuous functions fh
Ž . Ž . Ž .on W such that lim h x f x  0. E W becomes a separable Ba-x h
Ž .  nach space when we consider on E W the norm  defined byhh
     f  sup h x f x , f E W .Ž . Ž . Ž .h h
xW
Ž .Moreover, the space C W of all those compactly supported continuous0
Ž .functions in W is dense in E W .h
Ž .As usual, C W will denote the space of continuous functions on W
when it is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on the
compact subsets of W.
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Throughout this paper C will always represent a suitable positive
constant that is not necessarily the same in each occurrence.
2. UNIVERSALITY AND HANKEL
CONVOLUTION OPERATORS
In this section we study a universality property of Hankel convolution
operators.
We now collect some definitions and properties that will be useful in the
sequel.
By S we denote the space constituted by all those even functions  ine
the Schwartz class S.
The Hankel integral transformation is defined by
  2
1H  y  xy J xy x  x dx , y 0, ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 
0
where J denotes, as usual, the Bessel function of the first kind and order
1. Throughout this paper  always will be greater than  . The Hankel2
transformation H can be seen as an extension of the Euclidean Fourier
 transformation. In 1, Satz 5 it was established that H is an automorphism
of S .e
Let 1	 p	 . Throughout this section we will write L to refer to thep
ŽŽ . Ž 2
1  Ž .. .  Lebesgue space L 0, , x 2 	 
 1 dx . Also by  we willpp
understand the usual norm in the space L .p
Convolution operations for Hankel transformations were investigated by
   I. I. Hirschman 12 and D. T. Haimo 9 . If f and g are Lebesgue
Ž .measurable functions on 0, , the Hankel convolution fg of f and g is
given by

2
1y
fg x  f y 
 g y dy ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H x 2 	 
 1Ž .0
Ž .where the Hankel translation operator 
 , x 0, , is defined throughx

2
1z

 g y  D x , y , z g z dz ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx  2 	 
 1Ž .0
provided the above integrals exist, and where
2D x , y , z  2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
    2
1 xt J xt yt J yt zt J zt t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H   
0
x , y , z 0, .Ž .
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 In 9, 12 , the  convolution was studied in L -spaces. More recently, thep
 Hankel convolution was defined on distribution spaces in 2, 13 .
Let  S . We represent by A the subspace of A that includes thosee 
functions h A such that
   yŽ .
2
1y dy .H h yŽ .0
We now prove some useful results.
LEMMA 2.1. Let  S and h A . Then h A , where  e   nn
  Žn. , for eery nN.
Proof. We are going to prove the property for n 2. Then the proof
can be finished by an inductive procedure.
We can write
   xŽ . Ž .
2
1x dxH  h xŽ .0

2
1

2
1x y
   	  y 
  y dy dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H x h x 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .0 0

2
1
 x
yx
   	  y  z D x , y , zŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H h xŽ .  0 0 xy
z 2
1 y2
1
 dz dy dx.
 2 	 
 1 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .
 .Moreover, since h is a decreasing function on 0, , it follows
x
y 2
1z
  z D x , y , z dzŽ . Ž .H  2 	 
 1Ž . xy
x
y 2
11 z
   	 h x y  z D x , y , z dz.Ž . Ž .Ž .H  h z 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž . xy
Ž .A straightforward manipulation allows us to conclude that h y 
Ž . Ž .Ch y x h x , provided that 0	 x	 y .
Also, one has

2
11 1 y
      y h x y 
  y dyŽ . Ž .Ž .H x ž /h x h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .0
x  2
11 1 y
      
  y h x y 
  y dyŽ . Ž .Ž .H H x ž / ž /h x h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .0 x
 I x 
 I x .Ž . Ž .1 2
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Now the I , j 1, 2, are analyzed. We obtainj
x 2
11 1 y
     I x   y h x y 
  y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 x ž /h x h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .0
x 2
1C h x 1 yŽ .
   	  y 
  y dyŽ . Ž .H x ž /h x h y h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
x 2
11 1 1 y
   	 C  y 
  y dy ,Ž . Ž .H x ž /h y h y h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .0
and

2
11 1 y
     I x   y h x y 
  y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2 x ž /h x h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .x

2
1C h y 1 yŽ .
   	  y 
  y dyŽ . Ž .H x ž /h x h x h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .x

2
11 1 y
   	 C  y 
  y dy.Ž . Ž .H x ž / /h y h 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž .x
 Thus, according to 12, Theorem 2.b , it concludes that
   y 1 1 1Ž . Ž . 22
1          y dy	   	 C   ,H 1 1h y h h hŽ .0
and the proof is finished.
In the following we study the boundedness of the Hankel convolution
operator T associated to  S . e
LEMMA 2.2. Let  S and h A . Then the Hankel conolutione 
operator T defined by
T f  f , f E 0, ,Ž . Ž . . h
Ž .. Ž ..is bounded from E 0, into C 0, .h
Ž ..  Ž .Proof. Indeed, assume that f E 0, . According to 12, 2 , Sect.h
2 , we can write
x
y 2
1z
   
 f y 	 D x , y , z f z dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx  2 	 
 1Ž . xy
x
y 2
11 z
 	 C D x , y , z h z f z dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H  h x h y 2 	 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž . xy
1
 	 C f , x , y 0, .Ž .hh x h yŽ . Ž .
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Hence, it follows
 1 1
2
1       T f x  f x 	 C  y y dy fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H h h y h xŽ . Ž .0
 C  yŽ .
2
1 	 f y dy , x 0, a ..hHh a h yŽ . Ž .0
Ž .. Ž ..Thus we prove that T is bounded from E 0, into C 0, . h
An immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 is the following
result.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let nN,  S , and h A . Then the Hankele 
conolution operator T defined by, n
Žn. T f      f , f E 0, ,Ž . Ž . .Ž . , n h
Ž .. Ž ..is bounded from E 0, into C 0, .h
Next, we establish the main result of this section. By I we will represent
the function defined by
 2 kx
I x  , x 0, ,Ž . Ž .Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
that is closely connected with the modified Bessel function of the first kind
 and order  22 . We will use the following key result due to K. Grosse-
 Erdmann 7 .
 THEOREM B 7, Satz 1.2.2 and Satz 1.4.2 . Let X, Y be metrizable
topological ector spaces with X complete and Y separable. Assume that
 4S S : X Y is a sequence of linear continuous mappings. Then then nN
following statements are equialent.
Ž .i The set of uniersal elements of S is a residual subset of X.
Ž .ii The set of uniersal elements of S is a dense subset of X.
If , in addition, the set
x X : lim S x exists in Y½ 5n
n
Ž . Ž .is a dense subset of X, then i and ii are equialent to
Ž .iii The set of uniersal elements of S is not empty.
THEOREM 2.4. Let  S and h A . Assume that hI is bounded one  
 . Ž .0, , and that the function H  is een and holomorphic in a neighbor-
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   4hood of z C: z 	 1 satisfying
Ž . Ž .Ž .i H  0  1, and
Ž .  Ž .Ž .  Ž .ii H  x  1, for almost all x 0, .
Then the set
U f E 0, : T f : nN  C 0,Ž . .Ž .  4.½ 5h  , n
Ž ..is a residual subset of E 0, , that is, the complement of U is of firsth
Ž ..category in E 0, . Here, for eery nN, the operator T is defined ash  , n
in Corollary 2.3.
Ž .. Ž .Proof. Assume first that f E 0, and that f x  0, x a, for ah
certain a 0. We are going to see that
T f 0, as n , , n
 .uniformly in 0, .
Indeed, if nN and  0, we can write
n
T f x  H H f H  xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / , n   
 n  2
1 
 H f y H  y xy J xy y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H   ž /0 
 I x ,  
 I x ,  , x 0, .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
 Ž .We now analyze I , j 1, 2. Since the function z J z is bounded onj 
 .0, , it has
 n   I x ,  	 C H  y dy , nN and  , x 0, .Ž . Ž . Ž . .H1 
0
Ž .  .Hence, for every  0, lim I x,   0, uniformly in x 0, .n 1
ŽOn the other hand, since  S , we can find  0 such that 1
e
12 
2.  Ž .Ž . y H  y  , provided that y  . Then, for this fixed  , it 2
follows
n1
 I x ,  	 C , nN and x 0, .Ž . .2 ž /2
Ž .  .Hence I x,   0, as n , uniformly in x 0, .2
Ž .Ž .Thus we conclude that T f x  0, as n , uniformly in x, n
 .0, .
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Ž .. Ž ..Since C 0, is a dense subspace of E 0, , we conclude that0 h
 f E 0, : lim T f exists  E 0, ,Ž .Ž . Ž .. .½ 5h  , n h
n
Ž ..where the closure is considered in E 0, .h
Therefore, according to Theorem B and Corollary 2.3, to prove our
theorem it is sufficient to see that the set U is not empty.
We now introduce the space F constituted by all those functions f
admitting a representation as
 ak 2 kf x  x , x R,Ž . Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
Ž .where a  c , the space of real sequences converging to zero.k kN 0
On F it is considered the topology associated to the norm p defined h
by
 n p f  sup h x  f x , f F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .h  
 .x 0, , nN
 being the Bessel type operator x21Dx 2
1D. By F we denote the  , h
space F when it is equipped with the norm p . h
If c is endowed, as usual, with the topology associated to the norm0
  Ž .    Ž . defined by a  sup a , a  c , then c and F n nN nN n n nN 0 0  , h
are homeomorphic. Indeed, we define the mapping
H : c  F0  , h
 ak 2 ka  f x  x , x R.Ž . Ž . Ýn nN 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
Ž . ŽŽ . .Let a  c . If f H a we can writen nN 0 n nN
 akm 2Žkm. f x  xŽ . Ý 2Žkm.2 km !	 
 km
 1Ž . Ž .km
 ak
m 2 k x , x 0, and mN..Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
Hence, it has
m   sup h x  f x 	 a h x I x , x 0, .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . . n nN
mN
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Then
 p f 	 C a .Ž . Ž . h n nN
Thus we prove that H is continuous.
m Ž . Ž .Also, we have that, for every nN,  f 0  a 	 
 1 , provided n
that f F and
 ak 2 kf x  x , x R,Ž . Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
Ž .with a  c . Hence, it obtainsk kN 0
   n   n a 	 C sup  f 0 	 C sup h x  f x  Cp f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n   hnN
nN  .nN , x 0, 
Then, H1 is continuous.
Since c is a separable Banach space, F is also a separable Banach0  , h
space.
Ž ..Moreover F is contained in E 0, . Indeed, let f F . We will, h h  , h
Ž . Ž .see that lim h x f x  0.x
Ž .  Ž 2 k 2 k Ž ..Assume that f x Ý a x 2 k!	 
 k
 1 , x R, wherek0 k
Ž .  a  c . Let  0. There exists mN such that a   , km.k kN 0 k
It follows that
m 2 kx h xŽ .
   h x f x 	 a 
 h x I x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýk 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
x 0, ..
Ž . Ž .  . 2 k Ž .On the other hand, since h x I x is bounded on 0, , lim x h x x
 0, for every kN. Hence there exists x  0 such that0
 h x f x 	 C , x x .Ž . Ž . 0
Ž . Ž .Thus it is established that lim h x f x  0.x
The space F , as it is not hard to see, is continuously contained in, h
 .C 0, . Also, as a consequence of Weierstrass’s approximation theorem,
Ž ..we can show that F is a dense subspace of C 0, ., h
Our next objective is to prove that
T f  L f , f F , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .   , h
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where
k 1 Ž . k kL f x   f x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
x 0, and f F ,Ž .  , h
being
 2 k xk
 H  x  , x  1
  ,Ž . Ž . Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
Ž .for some  0, with   	 
 1 .0
Ž . Ž .To establish 2.1 we first show that 2.1 holds when f is an even
polynomial. Let f be an even polynomial. We write
m 2 ka xk
f x  , x 0, .Ž . .Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
 Ž .  Ž .Then, according to 12, 1 , p. 309 , it has, for every x, y 0, ,
x
y 2
1z

 f y  f z D x , y , z dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hx  2 	 
 1Ž . xy
m 2
1x
ya zk 2 k z D x , y , z dzŽ .Ý H  2 k 2 	 
 12 k!	 
 k
 1 Ž .Ž .  xyk0
km a 1Ž .k k Ý  , u2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
  2
1 zu J zu D x , y , z z dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H  ž / u00
km a 1Ž .k22 k 2 	 
 1 Ž . Ý  , u2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
 
 xu J xu yu J yu .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /  u0
 Moreover by 20, p. 192
2 kjk 1 d
k 2Žkj.  b u , kN,Ý , u j , k ž /u duj0
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where, for every kN and j 0, . . . , k, b  R. In particular, b j, k k , k
kŽ .Ž . Ž .2 
 1 
 2  
 k , kN.
Hence, the Leibniz rule and well-known properties of the Bessel func-
tions lead to

 f yŽ . Ž .x
km a 1Ž .k22 2 	 
 1Ž . Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
2 kjk 1 d  2Žkj. b u xu J xu yu J yuŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /j , k  ½ 5ž /u du u0j0
km a 1 
 1 
 2  
 kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k22 2 	 
 1Ž . Ý k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
k j jk 1 d 1 dk 
 xu J xuŽ . Ž .Ý ž / u0ž / ž /ž /j u du u duj0

 yu J yuŽ . Ž .ž / u0
km a 1 
 1 
 2  
 kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k2 	 
 1Ž . Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
k 2Žkj. 2 jk 1 x yŽ .k
 Ý ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 1Ž . Ž .j0
m k 2Ž kj. 2 ja x ykk 	 
 1 ,Ž . Ý Ý2 k ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 12 k! Ž . Ž .k0 j0
x , y 0, .Ž .
Then, we can write
f xŽ . Ž .
m k 2Ž kj.a xkk 	 
 1Ž . Ý Ý2 k ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 12 k! Ž . Ž .k0 j0

2
1y
2 j  y y dyŽ .H 2 	 
 1Ž .0
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m k 2Ž kj.a xkk 	 
 1Ž . Ý Ý2 k ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 12 k! Ž . Ž .k0 j0
 j 2
1   y yz J yt y dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H , z ž /
0 z0
j 2Žkj.m ka 1 xŽ .kk 	 
 1Ž . Ý Ý2 k ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 12 k! Ž . Ž .k0 j0
  j H  zŽ . Ž .Ž . , z   z0
j 2Žkj.m ka 1 xŽ .kk  ,Ý Ý j2 k ž /j 	 
 k j
 1 	 
 j
 12 k! Ž . Ž .k0 j0
x 0, .Ž .
On the other hand, a straightforward manipulation allows us to conclude
that
k 1 Ž . k kL f x   f xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 2 k2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž .k0
k 2 jm mk1  a xŽ . k j
k Ý Ý2 k 2 j2 k!	 
 k
 1 2 j!	 
 j
 1Ž . Ž .k0 j0
 f x , x 0, .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Thus 2.1 is established provided that f is an even polynomial.
We now see that the operators T and L are continuous from F into   , h
Ž ..C 0, .
 If a 0, we have that if x 0, a and f F ,, h
   1k n   L f x 	 sup h x  f xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 k h x2 k!	 
 k
 1 Ž .Ž .  .nN , x 0, k0
  1 k	 p f .Ž .Ý h2 kh a 2 k!	 
 k
 1Ž . Ž .k0
Ž ..Hence L is continuous from F into C 0, .  , h
Ž ..Moreover, since F is continuously contained in E 0, and since,, h h
Ž .. Ž ..according to Lemma 2.2, T is continuous from E 0, into C 0, , h
 .then T is continuous from F into C 0, .  , h
Ž .To see that 2.1 holds, for every f F , it is sufficient to note that the, h
set of even polynomials is dense in F . This density property follows, h
Ž . Ž .  .because h x I x is bounded on 0, .
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It is clear that the operator  is continuous from F onto itself. Thus  , h
the operator L also is continuous from F into itself. Also, by proceed-  , h
ing as above, we can see that, for every nN, Ln  T , on F .  , n  , h
 Ž n .Moreover,  Ker  contains the set of even polynomials. Hencen1 
 Ž n . Ker  is dense in F .n1   , h
  Ž  .According to 15, Corollary 1 see also 3 we deduce that the set
nf F : L f : nN  F 4½ 5 , h   , h
is residual of F and it is contained in U because F is a dense, h  , h
 .subspace of C 0, . Hence U and the proof is finished.
Ž .  Remark 1. i According to 23, Theorem 1 if  S and  hase
Ž .bounded support, then H  is an entire function. Hence if  S ,  has e
Ž .  Ž . 2
1  Ž .bounded support,  x  0, x R, and H  x x dx 2 	 
 1 ,0
then  satisfies the hypotheses in Theorem 2.4.
Ž . Ž . x 2 2 ii Define  x  e , x R. It is clear that  S and by 5,e
Ž .  Ž . Ž . x  . 10 , 8.6 , H   . Let h x  e , x 0, . According to 24, 6.2
Ž .  .5-6 , hI is bounded on 0, . Thus,  and h satisfy the hypotheses in
Theorem 2.4.
3. UNIVERSALITY AND FOURIER
CONVOLUTION OPERATORS
In this section we establish a property of universality for Fourier
convolution operators similar than the one proved in Theorem 2.4 for
Hankel convolution operators.
Here, for every 1	 p	 , by L we denote the usual Lebesgue spacep
Ž .L R, dx .p
The Fourier integral transformation is defined for every f L by1
F f y  f x e2 i x y dx , y R.Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
The Fourier convolution f g of f and g is given by
f g x  f y g x y dyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
R
provided that the integral exists.
The corresponding universality property for the Fourier convolution
operators is the following. This result can be proved by proceeding as in
the proof of Theorem 2.4 and its proof is now omitted.
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THEOREM 3.1. Let  0,  S, and h A. Assume that  L , that1h
Ž  .   x  Ž .h x e is bounded in R, and that the function F  is holomorphic in a
1   4neighborhood of z C : z 	 satisfying the following two conditions2
Ž . Ž .Ž .i F  0  1, and
Ž .  Ž .Ž . ii F  x  1, for almost all x R.
Ž .If , for eery nN, the operator T is defined on E R by, n h
T f    Žn.   f , f E R ,Ž . Ž .Ž . , n h
 Ž . Ž .4then the set U f E R : T f : nN  C R is a residual subsetŽ . 4h  , n
Ž .of E R .h
Ž . Ž . Ž .Remark 2. a Any even function  C R with  x  0, x R,0
and H  1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.R
Ž . Ž .   x  Ž . x 2b If h x  e , x R, with  0, the function  x  e , x
  R, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. Thus, 10, Theorem 1.1 is a
particular case of Theorem 3.1.
 Remark 3. In 14 conditions are established for the function h in order
Ž .that the set of the polynomials in R is dense in E R . In particular, ifh
Ž .   x h x  e , x R, with  0, the set of the polynomials in R is dense
Ž .in E R .h
Note that, according to Theorem B, if the set of the polynomials in R is
Ž . Ž .dense in E R , then the hypothesis ii in Theorem 3.1 can be removed.h
A similar remark concerning Theorem 2.1 holds.
4. UNIVERSALITY AND DUNKL TRANSFORMS
Dunkl operator are differential-difference operators on Rn related to
the finite reflection groups. These operators can be seen as generalizations
of partial derivatives and they play a useful role in the algebraic descrip-
tion of CalogeroMoserSutherland models of quantum many-body sys-
tems on the line.
We now collect some essential definitions and properties from Dunkl
theory that we will need in the sequel. References about this theory are
 17, 18 .
n  4Let nN and  R  0 . By  we represent the reflection of the
n n  4hyperplane H  R that is orthogonal to  . A finite set R R  0 is
 4called a root system if R R  and  R R, for every  R. ' Assume that the root system R is normalized, i.e., that   2 ,  R.
If R is a root system, the reflection  ,  R, generates a finite group W,
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the reflection group associated to R. A function k: R C is called a
multiplicity function on R when it is W-invariant.
Consider now a reflection group W on Rn and a multiplicity function
k 0 on its root system R. The Dunkl operators T , i 1, . . . , n, associ-i
ated to W and k are defined by
 1 f x  f  xŽ . Ž . 1 nT f x  f x 
 k   , fC R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i ² : x 2  , xi R
² : nwhere, as usual,  , denotes the usual inner product in R . For each
i 1, . . . , n, T reduces to  x when k 0. The generalized Laplaciani i
 associated with W and k is defined ask
n
2 2 n f T f ; f C R .Ž .Ýk j
j1
Ž n.Thus  is a closable operator on the space C R of the compactedk 0
n  supported continuous functions on R 16 . Moreover, the closure of  ,k
that we will also denote by  , generates a positive, strongly continuous,k
Ž t k .and contraction semigroup e . This semigroup can be written int 0
terms of certain generalized heat kernels 	 defined byk
c x y2 2k Ž  x  
 y  4 t . n	 x , y , t  e K , , x , yR , t0,Ž .k 
n2 ž /' '2 t 2 t4 tŽ .
  x  2 Ž . 41 Ž . ² :  2 kŽ . nnwhere c  H e w x dx , w x Ł  , x , x R ,k R k k  R

Ž .  Ž .and Ý k  . Here K represents the Dunkl kernel 18, 2.5 and R

R is a ‘‘positive’’ subsystem of R defined as follows. We choose  Rn 

 H and we write R 
² : 4R   R:  ,   0 .

Ž n.For every f C R we have0
et k f x  	 x , y , t f y w y dy , t 0 and x Rn . 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k k
nR
Ž .It is not hard to see that 4.2 also holds when f is a polynomial. To
simplify we will write fP to mean f is a polynomial. By m , Nn, we
 denote the generalized moment functions introduced and studied in 18 .
The following universality property appears as an extension of 10, Theo-
rem 1
 y  2  tŽ Ž . Ž ..nTHEOREM 4.1. Let h A. Assume that H e w y h y dyR k
Ž . Ž  Ž .  .n n, for each t 0, and that sup h x Ý m x  !  . ThenxR N 
n n Ž . Ž .4the set U f E R : T n f : nN  C R is a residual subset 4Ž . Ž .h
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Ž n. Ž n.of E R , where, for eery t 0 and f E R ,h h
T t f x  	 x , y , t f y w y dy , x Rn .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H k k
nR
Ž n.Proof. Let f be in E R having bounded support. Then, according toh
 Ž .18, 2.7 2 , we can write
C 2ŽŽ  x  y  . 4 t . n T t f x 	 e w y dy , t 0 and x R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H k
n2t L
where L represents the support of f.
Ž . Ž n.Hence lim T t f 0, in the sence of convergence in C R .t
0Ž n. Ž n.  Since E R is dense in E R , according to 10, Theorem 2.1 , ourh h
result will be proved when we see that U.
The space F consists of all those functions f admitting a representation
as
a nf x  m x , x R , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  !nN
Ž . Ž .where a  c . Note that the series in 4.3 converges uniformly on every 0
n Ž Ž . . nncompact subset of R , because the series Ý m x  ! , x R , con-N 
verges absolutely and uniformly in every compact subset of Rn. We write
F to refer to the space F when it is endowed with the topology associatedh
to the norm p defined byh
    p f  sup h x T f x , f F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .h
n nN , xR
Ž .  Ž . 1  n Ž .where, if   , . . . ,  , T f x  T  T f x .1 n 1 n
Ž .Suppose that f F is given by 4.3 . Note that, since T m j Ž , . . . ,  .1 n
 m ,  N, i 1, . . . , n, and j 1, . . . , n, we havej Ž , . . . ,  1, . . . ,  . i1 j n
 a        h x T f x 	 h x T m xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  !nN
 m xŽ .
   	 sup a h xŽ . Ý
n  !nN N
  n n	 C sup a , N and x R .
nN
Ž .  nHence p f 	 C sup a .h N 
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 On the other hand, since m is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree, it obtains
1
 n   a  T f 0 	 p f , N .Ž . Ž . hh 0Ž .
  Ž Ž .. Ž .nThen sup a 	 1h 0 p f .N  h
Thus we have proved that F is homeomorphic to c . Hence F is ah 0 h
separable Banach space.
Ž n.Moreover F is contained in E R . To see this it is sufficient to takeh h
into account that
     m x h x  0, as x  ,Ž . Ž .
for every Nn. Moreover, since, for every kN, the moment functions
Ž .m are a basis of the homogeneous polynomial of degree k, F is  k h
Ž n.continuously contained and dense in C R .
Ž . t kLet t 0. The operators T t and e coincide on F . Since the set Ph
Ž . t kof polynomials is dense in F and T t f e f , fP, to see thath
Ž . t k Ž . t kT t f e f , f F , it is sufficient to show that T t and e areh
Ž n.bounded operators from F into C R .h
Assume that f F . We can writeh
 l  l  f x C tŽ .kt l nk e f x 	 t 	 p f , x R .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý h l! h x l!Ž .l0 l0
t k Ž n.Hence e is bounded from F into C R .h
 Ž .On the other hand, according to 18, 2.7 2 , we have that if a 0 and
 x 	 a, then
C 2ŽŽ  x  y  . 4 t .     T t f x 	 e f y w y dy	 C f .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H hk
n2 nt R
Ž . Ž n.Thus we see that T t is bounded from F into C R .h
As it is not hard to see, the operator  is bounded from F onto F .k h h
 Ž l . Moreover  Ker  is dense in F . Hence, according to 11, Theo-l1 k  , h
  krem 1 the operator e is hypercyclic in F and we conclude that U.h
Thus the proof is finished.
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